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ABOUT TEACHING DRAMA
Teaching Drama is a unique and essential teaching resource offering ideas and inspiration
for all drama education practitioners.
In each bi-monthly issue:
» Practical ideas for teachers to use in their
teaching
» Reviews, news, comment and debate
» In-depth reviews of teaching
materials,books and live performances

» Interesting features on new projects and
initiatives
» Listings of national CPD courses and
programmes, as well as summer schools,
courses and workshops

“ONE OF THE MOST
USEFUL THINGS I’VE EVER
RECEIVED UNSOLICITED
IN MY PIGEON HOLE”
Former head of drama, Bromsgrove School

www.teaching-drama.co.uk

Mark Lever, chief executive of The National Autistic Society,
said: ‘For people of any age with autism, getting out and about can
be difficult. Under usual circumstances, a trip to the theatre would
simply be impossible for some families. But training staff and
making adjustments to the performance and theatre environment
can make a huge difference. Following the success of last year’s
performance, we’re delighted to continue our work with Disney so
that more people affected by autism can access the entertainment
opportunities that many of us take for granted’.
A series of modifications have been made to the whole theatre
experience: an autism friendly website and booking system
has been engineered specifically for this one performance. In
preparation, The Lion King cast and front of house staff will be
provided with training to understand the needs of those with
autism. Tweaks will also be made to the production, with the
minimising of jarring sounds and strobe lighting. And in case
those in attendance feel the need to leave the auditorium during
the show, professionals with specialist knowledge of autism will
man quiet activity areas in the theatre’s foyer throughout the
performance.
Thomas Schumacher, producer and president of Disney
Theatrical Productions, said of the initiative: ‘We are so proud to
now be presenting the second of our dedicated autism friendly
performances in the West End, enabling new audiences to enjoy
the thrill of musical theatre. We thank our creative staff whose
hard work and dedication helps make it all possible’.
The autism friendly performance will take place at London’s
Lyceum Theatre on 4 May at 1.30pm. Tickets are now on sale. For
more information, visit www.lionkingautismfriendly.co.uk.

WHY ADVERTISE WITH
TEACHING DRAMA?

Teaching Drama reaches a highly targeted audience of drama
heads and teachers, as well as an increasing number of drama
practitioners. Our dynamic mix of content gives your advertising
presence in a resource that is truly invaluable to our readers.
As well as our subscribers, Teaching Drama is distributed to members
of several major drama organisations through our digital partnership
scheme.
Teaching Drama is the ideal place to advertise drama education materials
and courses, attract group bookings for theatre shows and events, and profile
new equipment or play texts.
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Nick Hern Books joins Drama Online
Performing arts publisher Nick Hern Books
is to become the latest organisation to
Teaching triple threat
join Drama Online. Launched in March
2013, Drama Online is a searchable
Stand-out
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theatre resource which currently
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Nick Hern Books celebrated its 25th
anniversary last year. During its quarter
century it has published over 1,000 plays
and theatre books in print. Nick Hern
Musical theatre training

In the world of musical theatre training,
Freddie Machin discovers a scholarship aimed at
broadening diversity, and a seriously long day in
the life of the average student

Deymos Photo/Shutterstock

or nearly 70 years, the musical
Guys and Dolls has been dazzling
audiences around the world. The
most recent UK production at the Royal
Exchange in Manchester was described
by the Times as ‘terrific from the get-go
with huge style and verve’.
Michaels Buffong’s critically-acclaimed
production was unusual in that he
chose to relocate the action a few miles
north of New York to a street corner in
Harlem. Thanks to the cooperation of
Frank Loesser’s estate, the music was

Everybody’s Talking
About Jamie

Spamalot, Joan Littlewood, East 15, Titus Andronicus,
Lyric Hammersmith and Digital Theatre +,
news, reviews, and more …
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Drama in the digital age

In the age of social media, many young people
have forgotten the importance and vitality of
putting down their smartphones and talking
face-to-face. Nigel Ramage, chief examiner in
Drama and Communication at the London College
of Music Examinations, tells us more

A

s the screenwriter of the likes of
Breakfast at Tiffany’s and The Seven
Year Itch, George Axelrod said
when he was interviewed in the 1990s:
‘My movies go from box-office failures
to classics, without passing through
success.’ He was posing, of course.
At the London College of Music
Examinations (LCME) we are creating the
conditions for communicative success
– no posing – sorry, George! Our exams

are devised to help people perform,
present and discuss with confidence
and directness in front of a supportive
listener.
From an early age, we encourage young
people to get involved and channel their
natural enthusiasm to communicating
their ideas, as well as learning to manage
a two-way conversation in which there is
social interaction and an exchange of views
during the exam. Candidates begin with
Early Learning and then choose one of the
two main roads to further development.

TD5_SU1_06_News_Opinion.indd 7

Communication is essential when teaching
and learning in a drama setting

They can follow the Drama route, in
which the learner’s ability to perform and
to hold an audience is the main goal. This
route involves: Acting; Verse Speaking;
and Reading Aloud. Or they can choose
the Communication road, in which the
main focus is on presenting information
for educational or occupational reasons.
This involves: Spoken English; Oral
Communication; and Personal and
Professional Communication.
Both routes share common ground – to
perform, to react and to interact with
others, using heart as well as head. In
graded exams, this leads candidates to
presentations of factual information and
to increasingly adroit and sophisticated
performance.

TD
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Embracing technology

Have we forgotten
the basics of
being human in
our adoration
of technology?

London College of Music

www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Have we forgotten the basics of being
human in our adoration of technology?
Just as in the past when we had to get
our pupils to overcome their fear of
public speaking, perhaps now we need to
encourage people to look at each other
and connect without a phone in-hand.
The benefits of speech and drama
are legion, and include learning to love
language; learning to listen; learning
to express what you mean; learning
to speak accurately and concisely;
learning to present information; learning
to read fluently; learning to use your
body and posture to communicate;
and learning to breathe well and time
your speech.

www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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US, and European tours of some of the
world’s most popular musicals. In 2014 he
became music director on the West End
production of The Lion King, and what he
observed there has inspired a promising
new partnership.
Thanks to funding from Disney
Theatrical Productions, the RAM was
recently able to offer three fully paid
scholarships for BAME students to join its
postgraduate musical theatre course.
Bowling describes the project as the
fulfilment of a dream that began when he
fulfilment
started working with Disney on The Lion
King: ‘The scholarships have come about
after seeing a number of circumstances
developing on the production.’
The show itself requires a high
turnover of young actors to play some
key roles. Although the production was
regularly conducting open auditions,
there was little or no outreach work
being offered in BAME communities.
‘Once we started investing in outreach,
the numbers at our open auditions rose
exponentially, and so did the standard,’
Bowling says.
There were similar problems with the
casting of professional actors for the
adult roles too: ‘We were casting on the
flying
basis of instinctive talent, often flying
performers in from abroad, despite
them not having any formal training.’
Their natural talent was not in doubt,
but without rigorous training those
performers struggled to maintain a long
run of performances and a demanding
weekly schedule.
The scholarships offered at the RAM
are aimed squarely at those performers

with natural talent who have not yet
completed training, with the aim of
providing a foundation stone for a
career in music theatre. They not only
cover tuition fees but also a stipend for
living costs too. The entry requirements
are based on merit, so a previous
undergraduate degree is not a necessity
– or the qualification can be adapted to
a performance diploma depending on
individual circumstances.
Bowling says that ‘by making
comprehensive investments early on, our
course can play a small part in offering
people an opportunity who haven’t
had it, and hopefully make a sustained
impact’.
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A day in the life

Brendan

Places on any musical theatre training
course are extremely competitive. But
it doesn’t get any easier once you have
been offered a place – hours can be long,
anti-social, and exhausting.
Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music
and Dance offers a three-year BA in
Musical Theatre Performance. In its most
recent study, 97% of alumni from the
course go on to work or further study
three years after graduation – and the
training is rigorous. I met up with some
second-year students to get the lowdown
on life at the conservatoire.
Brendan
I’m quite old for our year –
I’m 22.
Kate
Our year group are quite old
as an average. I’ll be 23 in May.
Ellie
By older, we mean didn’t
come straight from sixth
form, and did gap years.

Kate
Brendan
Ellie

Brendan

TD
Kate

Brendan

I knew I wanted to do musical
theatre but it’s a big decision.
So I worked, then I auditioned
for a couple of different
schools but I loved Trinity, and
I got in!
I didn’t really know much
about doing musical theatre
as a job. So I worked in a bank
for a year, got some savings,
then did a foundation year
before coming here.
My parents are both
musicians, and they both
went to Trinity, so I was
born into the classical music
world. I auditioned for We
Will Rock You and got the part
of Scaramouche and caught
the bug completely. Then I
auditioned everywhere, and
got in here two weeks before
we started, on reserve.
Talk me through an average
day…
Monday, Tuesday, Friday are
dance days.
So Monday we’ll get in at half
eight to warm up.
Do an hour and fifteen of
ballet.
Then an hour and fifteen of
jazz.
And you get a fifteen minute
break in between. Which isn’t
long, because you have to
change, so if you really need
to eat an apple, it’s really
hard.
If we’re in at half eight, I’m up
at quarter to seven. So you do
a ballet class –
And then you’re starving. So
you throw down a banana.
Get indigestion.
And you’re in jazz, like ‘I’ve
got such a cramp right now.’
Then we have an hour break
for lunch.
But there are 23 people in
our class, and the same in
the year above, and the year
below us is a double cohort.
So you have a hundred
pupils all trying to use two
microwaves!
What do most people eat?
Personally, I eat healthy foods
– that’s the only way I can
function through the day.
The course is so physical that
you have to eat well if you
want to do well, and sustain
yourself from half eight to six.
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The bigger picture
LessonVU is a new tech solution for lesson
observations. Sarah Lambie found that it held a lot
of CPD potential and gave control back to teachers

T

owards the end of last year,
I attended the product launch of
a tech solution called LessonVU,
from tech company education arm, ONVU
Learning. With ex-teachers at the helm
of the company, and a line-up of current
teachers who had tested the product
presenting their positive experiences of
it, I was very quickly converted from an
initial standpoint of severe dubiousness:
indeed I can see a future in which this
technology is very much a part of selfassessing teacher CPD.
So, what is it? Well, in short, it’s a
nearly-hidden camera in the classroom.
You can see why I was dubious.
The implications of this in terms of
permissions, safeguarding, and so on,
would seem to be prohibitive. However,
teachers from two schools which had
trialled the technology were adamant
that it was worth overcoming these
concerns for the benefits to teaching
practice and ultimately to the students
themselves.

are subject to the Hawthorne effect,
a genuine idea can be given of what
lessons are like on a day-to-day basis.
The reason for this is the principle
that the camera is ‘always on’. While
for the first day, or even only few hours,
students and teacher may be selfconscious knowing that there is a camera
in the room, teachers who had trialled
LessonVU reported that both parties
forgot remarkably quickly that it was
there, because it was a) so well hidden,
and b) switched on permanently and
therefore just another commonplace
element of the classroom.

Observing progress
LessonVU places in the ceiling of a
classroom (or drama studio) a very
discreet 360° camera, which students are
told about, is always switched on, and
which can capture goings-on in the entire
room, allowing a teacher retrospectively
to observe the learning environment
and student progress in parts of the
room which they weren’t able to see at
the time.
In practice, this allows a teacher to
reflect on their own methods, to see the
effectiveness of their communication,
or observe the behaviours of students
whose progress seems hindered for
reasons unclear – and to self-direct
their professional development. For the
brave, it also allows for consultation with
colleagues and constructive feedback –
but this latter, crucially, can take place
in a manner so discreet at the point of
recording that unlike observed lessons,
where both teacher and students
www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Claudia Barosso

The use of various forms of social media
is now an accepted part of everyday
life for most of us. While the benefits,
accessibility and effectiveness of
platforms such as Facebook, WhatsApp
and Snapchat are numerous, there is
a risk that we are losing some of our
interpersonal and interactive skills as
we increasingly embrace technology. We
have, I am sure, all witnessed situations
where people may prefer messaging to
talking, and may not interact with other
people even when they are in the same
room as the person they are directing
their comments to.

These are a few examples of the
possibilities which our exams open up
to our candidates. They assess four main
areas of competence:
1. Communication – did the message
come across clearly?
2. Interpretation – were there deeper
feelings than the surface meaning?
3. Knowledge/understanding – what
research is evident? What do you know?
4. Technique – has the speaker thought
about the ‘nuts and bolts’ of the
performance?
Understandably, drama teachers seek
to do the best for their students, which
is absolutely right and admirable,
but this desire can topple over into a
reliance on the technical and ‘brain-only’
performance, because this is under the
teacher’s control.
We are looking for more than technique
in performance. We are searching for
a genuine transaction in the exam
between the speaker and the listener,
for an exchange of feeling, not merely a
display. For example, many candidates
will happily talk about ‘speech colour’ –
listing pitch, pace, pause, inflection, tone,
and power – but are less confident about
explaining how they use these elements
in modulation, such as in relation to
the text, to bring out the meaning of
the words through which they are
transmitting emotion, hidden feelings
and irony.
That is why we add to the performance
of each exam a discussion element in
which the candidate can reveal their
thoughts and views, as well as a folder
of work in which we can see what they
have researched in their chosen writer or
period of interest.
At LCME, we offer qualifications in
Acting; Choral Speaking; Duologue;
Early Learning; Group Performance;
Oral Communication; Personal and
Professional Communication; Reading
Aloud; Speech and Drama; Spoken
English; and Verse Speaking.
The levels of exam are Early Learning;
Steps and Grades; Four Levels of
Performance Diplomas; Three levels of
Teaching Diplomas.
Above all, we wish our candidates
to experience the pleasures of social
interaction, to become assured
communicators whose social grace
and observant empathy marks them
out as discerning human beings whose
confident ease can be relied on in every
circumstance in life.

Kate

oﬀers a three-year BA in Musical Theatre Performance
Trinity Laban offers

www.teaching-drama.co.uk

Drama in the digital age

Critical communication
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Daniel Bowling recently took up the
position of head of musical theatre at the
RAM. He admits that he is relatively new
to the education sector but is bringing
a wealth of professional experience to
bear on his new role. Over the course of a
20-year career he has worked on the UK,

www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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finding that ‘one of the
study of its own, finding
most crucial barriers to pursuing training
for BAME students (and those from
financial’.
under-represented groups) is financial’.
The UK theatre’s glaring diversity
problem lies partly in training. In 2016
Buffong, as artistic director of Talawa,
said: ‘Being in this industry has more
and more become something you can’t
do unless you have the money or are
supported.’ Access is crucial, and one
school is attempting to open more doors
to musical theatre students: the Royal
Academy of Music (RAM) in London.

Lydia Crisafulli

PLUS:
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Musical theatre training

Trinity Laban’s Urinetown

Causing
a stir

ng-drama.co.uk

given a hot jazz inflection, and for the
first time ever, it was performed by an
all-black cast.
The casting of this co-production with
Talawa Theatre Company is remarkable
only in how unreflective it is of the
industry as a whole. A recent report
for the Department for Culture, Media
and Sport stated that Black, Asian, and
Minority Ethnic (BAME) performers made
up just 6.6% of those employed in the
creative industries today. The Andrew
Lloyd Webber Foundation conducted a

Book’s founder and namesake Nick Hern
says of the new partnership: ‘From its
very beginnings 25 years ago, Nick One-off
Hern
workshop
Books has set out to publish the best
new playwriting to reach the stage. Now
the pick of our list of 1,000 titles will be
available through Drama Online’.
Editorial director for Bloomsbury Drama
Jenny Ridout says: ‘We are delighted to
have the Nick Hern Books list join Drama
Online. It will add a strong and significant
body of playwriting talent to an already
large and impressive collection’.
Matt Applewhite, managing director
James Keates/jk-photography
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Having taught a lesson, with the highresolution camera and high-definition
microphone switched on, a teacher can
turn to a software package which is
connected up to the camera’s receiving
box, where they can manipulate the
fisheye image to zoom in on particular
parts of the room, and wind forwards and
backwards to replay certain moments
of the lesson, seeing how successfully
a particular point may have been
communicated, checking the level of
engagement on the part of students from
one aspect of the lesson to the next.

Key potential
The key to the CPD potential of this
is teacher ownership: in the product
brochure, the makers insist that
‘LessonVU is for the sole benefit of the
teacher and their mentors, access is
controlled by the teacher and can only

LessonVU

be shared with their explicit permission’.
While cloud storage allows sharing, just
as much benefit can be gained from
simple self-reflection, and the security
system allows teachers complete control
of the footage so that they can observe
and improve themselves, rather than
depending on long-planned, nervewracking lesson observations which
so often bear no resemblance to a
normal class.
At this stage, LessonVU has been
trialled in a few schools, including
Shavington Primary School in Crewe, and
Hereford Academy, a secondary school
and sixth form. Teachers who spoke
at the launch from both institutions
were effusive in their positivity about
its impact on their teaching practice. As
the case study from Hereford Academy
states: ‘In a class of 30 children even
the most vigilant teacher won’t see that
child in the corner, or notice how often
they repeat a particular word. LessonVU
makes the invisible, visible.’
To maximise understanding of the
CPD benefits, ONVU Learning sent
performance review consultant Dr Sean
Warren to work with staff using the
system: ‘Having watched a particular part
of a lesson, [a] teacher initially surmised
that it went very well, and it certainly
looked that way. However, Dr Sean
Warren pointed out the expression on a
couple of students’ faces; it wasn’t until
they zoomed in on this that it was clear
that these two students had not grasped
the learning objective.’
Safeguarding and compliance
standards must of course be taken
into account, but can with enlightened
parents and staff be met by ensuring
that footage is reviewed within the
school building, and never leaves it. As
a result, executive head teacher Dan
Thomas at Shavington Primary School
concluded that ‘comparing the solution
with traditional methods of lesson
observation, LessonVU is saving teachers’
time’, while Ed Snelgrove, assistant
principal at Hereford Academy, remarked:
‘Today our staff actually feel liberated.
The system has removed the need for
them to have lesson observations and
they now have the confidence to use the
technology effectively.’
www.onvulearning.com
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Also available online …
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A one-off workshop making drama from some of the strange
things people throw into skips, including what they shouldn’t.
Everything in a skip tells a story, so we create characters to tell it.

Learning objectives

Working in collaborative groups, students develop their
characterisation skills by exploring a situation built around the
contents of a waste skip and the effects that has on them.

A skip is an open, usually metal container used for the disposal
of materials from buildings and homes, collected by a licensed
disposal company. Some are designated for specific contents –
glass, cardboard, wood, landfill, or compostable.

Warm-up (10 mins)

f In pairs, two people are tipping something bulky into a skip
and are fed up with doing it. What is the outcome?
f In the same pairs, they throw something else into the skip
and notice something vile another person has put in there.
What is their response to that?

What can/cannot be skipped?

f One skip company’s assessment and advice on skip use is
available to view here: www.tinyurl.com/TD-Spring2-Skips
f Is taking food different? Here is the Guardian’s
view on people saving food from skips:
www.tinyurl.com/TD-Spring2-Guardian
f Taking rubbish is, however, illegal:
www.tinyurl.com/TD-Spring2-BBC

Discussion (5 mins)

A skip sits outside a building for a time. Rubbish is thrown into
it. We may notice it but assume it’s all legal and sensible and
think no more of it. But what if it’s not? What if it’s left there
for too long? Or starts to smell? Or someone steals from it? Or
among the rubbish is a body? Or something sad, like an old
wedding dress or family photos?
What’s thrown into a skip is a rich source of ideas for a one-off
piece of devised drama. Ask if any student has experience of a
skip that could stimulate a scene.
www.teaching-drama.co.uk

Props

Teachers will decide if real objects are needed in the skip apart
from people, or whether it will be more fruitful to ask for mimed
artifacts to further develop those skills.

Stories are usually best derived from characters, though this
suggests the story first. Students could be given a random
selection of characters and then put them together.

Devising task (25 mins)

In groups of four or five, ask the students to create a scene
with a skip central to the action. The decision must be made at
which point is the scene – arrival of the skip, filling it, finding
something in it or taking it away? Then have them decide who
the characters are and what the effect of the skip’s contents is.
Use the grid below as a starting point.
Location of skip

Contents of skip

Characters needed

f Outside a smart
or ramshackle
house or flats
f Outside a
building site
f Dumped in road
f In gardens, on
drives or on
verges
f In depot before
or after event
f In view of a CCTV
camera or
beyond it
f Delivered to
wrong address
f Tipped over on
being collected
f Been there so
long it has grass
growing around it
f Blocking driveway
on purpose or
mistakenly.

f Building waste
f Food
f Sharp metal or
glass
f Furniture
f Personal
documents of
value (bank
statements,
passport, IDs)
f Personal
treasured
memories
(photos, dress,
jewellery)
f Bodies (homeless,
drunk youngster,
victim of crime,
animal)
f Living person
(homeless,
escapee, criminal,
victim)
f It’s empty.

f People doing
dumping – what
and why? When
do they do it?
f People finding
stuff they want –
what and why?
What do they do?
f Drunk sleeping
it off
f Teenage
runaway(s)
f Waste disposal
company staff
f Innocent dog
walker(s)
f Innocent joggers
f People who threw
away by mistake
– what and what
do they do?
f Celebrities with
interesting
throwaways.

Development points:
f Time of year, month, day;
f What the weather is like;
f Reason for the skip being used;
f The event that follows someone looking inside the skip;
f How characters are connected to the skip, if at all.
After selected shared scenes, allow time for brief peer, self and
teacher comment and assessment.
Teaching Drama · Spring term 2 · 2017/18
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Listings

BESPOKE ESHOT

FOR ADULTS AND YOUNG PEOPLE
ONLINE

Royal Conservatoire of
Scotland

Drama Resource

Introduction to lighting
(ages 16+)
Venue: Renfrew Street
Date and time: 10–11 Feb,
10am–5pm
Price: £125
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Introduction to acting for
screen (ages 16+)
Venue: The Wallace Studios at
Speirs Locks
Date and time: 10–11 Feb,
10am–5pm
Price: £125
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Physical theatre (ages 16+)
Date and time: 11 Feb,
10am–5pm
Price: £70
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Introduction to set and
costume design (ages 16+)
Date and time: 17–18 Feb,

Drama games for language
teaching
Date and time: Sundays, 4–25
Mar
Price: £175
Contact: 01603 664473

Royal Shakespeare
Company
Schools’ broadcast:
Twelfth Night
Date and time: 8 Mar
Price: Free
Contact: www.rsc.org.uk/
education/schools-broadcasts
Schools’ broadcast:
Macbeth
Date and time: 26 Apr
Price: Free
Contact: www.rsc.org.uk/
education/schools-broadcasts

SCOTLAND

Edinburgh Lyceum

Price: £125
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Introduction to drama
therapy (ages 17+)
Venue: Renfrew Street
Date and time: 10–11 Mar,
10am–5pm
Price: £125
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Stage fighting (ages 16+)
Venue: Renfrew Street
Date and time: 14 Apr,
10am–5pm
Price: £70
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Musical theatre: Comedy
writing
Date and time: Tuesdays,
17 Apr – 19 Jun, 6.30–8.30pm
Price: £160
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Introduction to musical
direction (ages 16+)
Date and time: Thursdays,
19 Apr – 21 Jun, 6.30–8.30pm

The RSC will be offering both a student insight session and a sixth form conference around Twelfth Night.

Manuel Harlan © RSC

CPD: Technical focus
Venue: Grindlay Street
Date and time: 28 Feb, 4.30–
6.30pm
Price: £20
Contact: 0131 248 4848
Workshop for primary
teachers: Music madness
Date and time: 21 March,
4.30–6.30pm
Price: £20
Contact: 0131 248 4848
Steering group for teachers
Date and time: 23 Mar, 5pm
Price: Contact for details
(includes ticket to Rhinoceros)
Contact: 0131 248 4848
Workshop for primary
teachers: Hear my voice
Date and time: 15 May, 4.30–
6.30pm
Price: £20
Contact: 0131 248 4848

10am–5pm
Price: £125
Contact: 0141 332 4101
The actor’s voice 2 (ages 17+)
Venue: Renfrew Street
Date and time: 24–25 Feb,
10am–5pm
Price: £125
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Acting: Auditioning
(ages 12–17)
Date and time: 25 Feb,
10am–5pm
Price: £70
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Alexander technique for
performance (ages 17+)
Date and time: 3–4 Mar,
10am–5pm
Price: £125
Contact: 0141 332 4101
Acting: Contemporary
(ages 16+)
Date and time: 10–11 Mar,
10am–5pm
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SIZES & PRICING
Print
Full Page – £1,400 (Covers – £1,550)
Trim size 210 × 276mm
Bleed size 216 × 282mm
Half Page Vertical – £850
Trim size 88 × 252mm

Half Page Horizontal – £850
Trim size 182 × 123mm
Quarter Page – £500
Trim size 88 × 123mm
Recruitment advertising – £44 per col/cm
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WEB BANNERS

Listings
Welcome to the Teaching Drama listings section.
Look here for upcoming workshop and course opportunities scheduled for the
coming months.
If you would like to submit information for future listings in TD, please
email teaching.drama@rhinegold.co.uk or post to Teaching Drama listings,
Rhinegold Publishing, 20 Rugby Street, London WC1N 3QZ
Deadline for the next issue: 12 February 2018.

(Size: 300px x 300px)

Option 3: Standard MPU, this appears below
the current issue information
(Size: 300px x 300px)
7

Prices
24/03/2014 18:22:35

Web Ad Size

Price

Header Banner per Month

£1,250

Premium MPU per Month

£750

Standard MPU per Month

£550

E-news banner large – £750
580px × 150px
E-news banner small – £550
280px × 200px
Additional media in digital editions –
from £75
Audio from £75
Specs on request
Video from £150
Specs on request
Image gallery from £45 per image
Banner (app, per month) – £250
Sizes and templates available on request
Splash page (app, per month) – £325
iPad 768px × 1024px /
iPhone 320px × 480px
App sponsorship (banner + splash page,
per month) – £500
Bespoke solus e-shot to the Rhinegold
database – POA

Contact us today on +44 20 7333 1733
or email alisdair.ashman@rhinegold.co.uk

www.teaching-drama.co.uk

ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Drama guides

Throughout the year, the TD editorial team produces three guides
that are distributed with Teaching Drama magazine to our
subscribers and available to download for free online. These
handy guides are invaluable to our readers and their students.
They are:
»
»
»

Student Guide to Drama Education
Teachers’ Guide to School Theatre
Teachers’ Guide to Performing Arts Trips

Sponsorship

Advertisers have the opportunity to sponsor these guides, which includes a logo on the front cover, the
opportunity to be involved in the production of the guide, and the chance to distribute the guide to your
customers.

Advertising

We offer full page, half page and quarter page advertising in these guides, as well as digital enhancement
opportunities. Please contact us on +44 20 7333 1733 or email alisdair.ashman@rhinegold.co.uk
for more information.

SCHEDULE 2018–19
Issue

Copy deadline

Publishing date Issue theme

Summer 2 2018

04/05/2017

19/05/2017

Media/International

Autumn 1 2018

08/08/2017

21/08/2017

Back Stage/Back to School

Autumn 2 2018

06/10/2017

16/10/2017

Student Careers and CPD

Spring 1 2019

05/12/2017

15/12/2017

Shakespeare/Wider Opportunities

Spring 2 2019

25/01/2018

05/02/2018

Musical Theatre

Summer 1 2019

09/03/2018

20/03/2018

Summer Schools/Festivals

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Print

Dimensions are shown as width × height in
millimetres.
Artwork should be at least 300dpi and measure,
at least, the actual size to be printed.
All colour artwork must be supplied as CMYK PDFs.
All fonts should be embedded within the PDF.

Digital

Artwork should be 72dpi and measure the actual size.
All artwork must be supplied as RGB.
Digital artwork formats acceptable: PDF, TIFF, JPG,
EPS, designed to the correct size in pixels.

All formats

Vital information should be positioned 15mm from
all edges.

Advertisers are fully responsible for supplying
advertising artwork as per the above specifications.

INSERTS: magazine inserts should be sent to the
printer as specified on your insert booking sheet.
The insert booking sheet must be completed in full
and emailed as per the booking sheet instructions.

If you have booked Rhinegold to design your
artwork, please supply all content a week before the
briefed copy deadline.

For all production queries, please call us on +44 20 7333 1721
or email production@rhinegold.co.uk

www.teaching-drama.co.uk

RHINEGOLD PUBLISHING

RHINEGOLD MEDIA & EVENTS

WHY WORK WITH RHINEGOLD
PUBLISHING?

Our events include Music Education Expo, now
the UK’s largest conference and exhibition for
music education, and Rhinegold LIVE, a free
concert series at London’s Conway Hall which
aims to bring exceptional classical music to all in
a relaxed and informal environment.

Teaching Drama
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ofmagazines,
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materials.

One of the leading UK publishers for music and
the performing arts
A brand that has been built up over the past
twenty years
Reach all parts of the music sector:
» Industry
Industry professionals
professionals
» Competitions
Competitions and
andvenues
venues
» Educators and students
» Enthusiasts and specialist interest groups
» Suppliers
» Multiple routes to market

WHAT RHINEGOLD PUBLISHING
CAN OFFER YOU
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Print advertising
Digital advertising
Embedded video & audio links
Online advertising
Recruitment
Listings
Product and website sponsorship
Advertorials
Bespoke email marketing
Media partnering & promotion
Co-marketing opportunities

Rhinegold Media & Events Ltd is an
associate company of Rhinegold
Publishing Ltd, and specialises in live
events and digital media.

WHAT RHINEGOLD MEDIA &
EVENTS CAN OFFER YOU

»	
»
	Innovative sponsorship & branding
opportunities
»	
»
	On-site advertising in programmes and
showguides
»	
»
	Exhibition floor space with direct access
to your target market

CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT
HOW RHINEGOLD CAN HELP YOU
CALL US ON +44 20 7333 1733 OR
EMAIL ADVERTISING@RHINEGOLD.CO.UK

